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Radio propagation is an important subject for radio astronomers and radio operators, among others. Radio
Propagation ~ Principles and Practice was written from the perspective of high frequency terrestrial
communications as are almost all amateur radio books on this subject. Someone new to radio astronomy could
use this book to learn the fundamentals of radio propagation from the bottom up. They could then move to
more advanced books or professionally written online materials that discuss propagation through the
ionosphere from the top down.
As printed on the back cover, the author is “an electronics and engineering consultant and journalist at Adrio
Communications”. He also publishes the Radio Electronics website at http://www.radio-electronics.com/,
“Resources and analysis for electronics engineers”, which is a source of numerous highly simplified electronics
tutorials. His writing style is British English (not unexpectedly).
Radio Propagation ~ Principles and Practice has 10 chapters: Electromagnetic waves; The atmosphere; The
Sun; Propagation near the ground; Ionospheric propagation; Ionospheric disturbances, storms and auroras;
Predicting, assessing and using ionospheric propagation; Tropospheric propagation; Meteor scatter; and Space
communications. The chapters are compact, fairly well-illustrated and easy to read but readers should not
expect a lot of depth. Even though the processes that form the ionosphere are very complex, and even today are
not completely understood, this book shows that it is possible to skirt the math and provide relatively simple
explanations. I spotted only a few simple equations.
The book starts out by describing electromagnetic waves, the atmosphere (and ionosphere) and the Sun. These
set the stage for discussions of the various types of high frequency propagation discussed later. I noted some
discussions that were either too simplified or only partially correct. For example, in chapter 3 – The Sun, the
author first states that the Sun rotates faster at its equator and low latitudes than high latitudes and then on the
next page says the Sun’s equator rotates slower (the former is correct).
The next two chapters cover ground wave and sky wave propagation and include a little history on how the
ionosphere was discovered (readers wanting more historical detail should see Probing the Sky with Radio
Waves ~ From Wireless Technology to the Development of Atmospheric Science by Chen-Pang Yeang, which I
will review in the near future). Chapter 4 – Ionospheric Propagation describes refraction and reflection of radio
waves in Earth’s upper atmosphere, which is ionized by the Sun’s radiation. Refraction, or bending, through the
ionized medium at altitudes of a few hundred kilometers allows radio waves to travel far beyond the visible
horizon. However, the ionosphere is quite variable throughout the day and changes drastically at night, which
affects the maximum and minimum usable frequencies for any given path. The author’s discussions of the
Maximum Usable Frequency (MUF) and Lowest Usable Frequency (LUF) could have been better written. A
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reader unfamiliar with these terms, in other words, the target audience for this book, might find the discussion
confusing.
Many radio astronomers are interested in detecting meteor trail reflections, the subject of chapter 9 – Meteor
scatter. When a meteor encounters the resistance of Earth’s atmosphere, heat from friction ionizes the thin air
and the molecules in the meteor body and leaves an ionized trail that refracts or reflects terrestrial radio waves.
The electron density in these trails can exceed the density of the normal ionosphere. The trails usually last only a
short time before they dissipate, but they may be used for terrestrial communications (meteor
communications), which is the focus of this chapter.
I was a little disappointed in the last chapter on Space Communications. While the primary purpose of the book
is terrestrial radio propagation, as a radio astronomer I am interested in reception of radio waves from celestial
sources through Earth’s ionosphere, the equivalent of receiving from a spacecraft or satellite. I was hoping for
more details than provided in this chapter. Faraday rotation and scintillation are very briefly discussed in terms
of Earth-Moon-Earth (EME) communications (but too briefly to be of any use). This chapter yielded little else
besides what seemed to be a focus on satellite orbits. Of course, in a small book like this, there is little
opportunity to provide very many technical details, but I still think it should have been more to the point.
I found some passages repetitious, but the discussions are adequate for purposes of amateur radio. The book
provides many rules of thumb that could provide a stepping stone for further study. Unfortunately, like almost
all books written for the radio amateur market, there are no references or even a list of books for further study.
This is a serious impediment to someone wanting to learn more and makes this book easily disposable.
This small book may be purchased directly from RSGB. The American Radio Relay League (ARRL) also sells the
book but their price is far too high. Interestingly, when I started writing this review (June 2014), used copies
were selling for a shocking US$300. The book is not a so-called classic and that price is off by a factor of at least
30. More recently (January 2015) I have seen used prices from 14 to US$35, still too high for a used book of this
type.
In conclusion, Radio Propagation ~ Principles and Practice provides an adequate introduction but it lacks depth.
Although the book has little direct applicability to radio astronomy, it would help a newcomer to amateur radio
astronomy to understand some of the characteristics of high frequency propagation and contribute to their
overall knowledge. The inconsistencies that I mentioned along with several editing mistakes are minor flaws.
However, at US$30 plus shipping, the book is overpriced for US buyers unless they order directly from RSGB at a
lower price or are able to find an inexpensive used copy.
Reviewer - Whitham Reeve presently is a contributing editor for the SARA journal, Radio
Astronomy. He worked as an engineer and engineering firm owner/operator in the airline and
telecommunications industries for more than 40 years and has lived in Anchorage, Alaska his
entire life.
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Radio Propagation Explained draws on material from the hugely popular Radio Propagation Principles & Practice book previously
published by the RSGB and enhances it with the latest advances in the field of propagation. Steve shows how radio amateurs can by
studying propagation can gain a more rewarding experience and increase their chances of making the on-air contacts they want. Radio
Propagation Explained is thoroughly recommended reading for everyone who wants to understand radio propagation and make the
most of their radio activities. Product Details Softcover: 128 pages Publisher: Radi...

Radio Propagation Tutorial Includes: Radio propagation basics Radio signal path loss Free space propagation & path loss Link budget
Radio wave reflection Radio wave refraction Radio wave diffraction Multipath propagation Multipath fading Rayleigh fading The
atmosphere & radio propagation. Radio signals can travel over vast distances.Â Accordingly it is often necessary to have a good
understanding of what is radio propagation, its principles, and the different forms to understand how a radio communications system will
work, and to choose the best radio frequencies. Radio propagation definition.

